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PREFACE

A similar report was issued 30 December 1957 at Space

Technology Laboratories, Inc. , "Optimum Propellant

Loading for Titan and Thor Missiles" (Confidential),

by David W. Whitcombe. In the present unclassified

edition, Thor and Titan performance data are excluded.

Sections have been added describing the calculation of

mean outage and the operation of a propellant utili -tion

system.
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ABSTRACT

This report derives optimum fuel or mixture ratio biasing techniques

commonly employed in current ballistic missile programs. The missile stagcs

can use conventional loading ,_. g., Titan and Thor) or they can use propellant

utilization (PU) systems (c. g. , Atlas and Centaur). A description of the mecha-

nization errors leading to unburned propellant (outage) is given for both cases.

Formulae, derived in the report, allow the calculation of mean outage, eN; the

mean square outage, <02>; the outage variance,0"0; as well as the probability

that the outage is less than some fixed value, P(O < 60).

The analysis in this report applies directly to conventionally loaded bal-

listic missiles. It is assumed that the missile stage is loaned in accordance

with a loading mixture ratio, rL. That is, the pivpellant is loaded such that

the ratio of oxidizer to fuel is r in the nominal missile. A mixture ratio

bias, Ar, is calculated that will minimize eN and <er>, and maximize

P(O < 00). An identification is obtained that extends the basic loading formulae

to stages employing PU systems. Additional formulae are given that allow

calculation of a fuel or oxidizer bias equivalent to the mixture ratio bias.
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SECTION i

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

it is shown in this report that the total propellant per stage in the Titan

and Thor missiles is best loaded with the aid of a loading mixture ratio, rL.

When r L is obtained, the nominal initial masses of oxidizer and fuel, M LN

and M FN' respectively, to be loaded are given by the relationships:

MFN MN *(3.2a)
L

M NrL (3. Zb)LN T + r L

where M N is the total initial mass of propellant in the nominal missile. The

optimum value for r L is less than the nominal expected burning mixture ratio,

rN; that is,

r L = rN -Ar (3.5)

Formulae for the o ._ t,,n of Ar wiji be derived it this report.
Loading the Titan or Thor in ;tcco'dance with r- is equi -alent to loading

U

the missile in accordance with rN and then adding an excess of fuel, AMF, Or,

equivalently removing a portion of the oxidizer, AML. The quantities AMF

0Equation numbers in this section refer directly to equftions derived in

Se-Ltions Z through 8.
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and AM. are reia:-, to Ar by the following relationship:

AMF ~ -AML
FAr L3 7)

FN N L

The quantity AM F is referred to as the "fuel bias.

An attempt is made to load the Titan and Thor to the desired loading mix-

ture ratio. The propellant is loaded using weight-measuring load cells or using

volume-measuring flow devices. In either case, errors in quantity of both

oxidizer and fuel will exist. In addition, the actual burning mixture ratio will

differ from the intended burning mixture ratio. As a result of these errors, an

excess of either oxidizer oe fuel will remain in the tanks when the other is

exhausted. The residual unburned propellant is referred to as outage. Outage

will be denoted by the symbol 0. and \ill be always be expressed as a fraction

of the total stage propellant.

A propellant utilization (PU) control system may be developed that will

cause the propellan to be burned in closed-locp fashion. Such a technique is

employed in the Atlas missile. This method requires measurement during

flight of both the remaining oxidizer and the remaining fuel. The burning mix-

ture ratio is then adjusted so that the propellants are exhausted simultaneously.

Errors in the measurement of rennlng o..idier and fuel result in outage even

when a PU system 1i _:" The outagc c ... b, 1-i- i-i7 d by introducing a known

bias in the fuel measurement, It will be shown in xi, ,'po*r fhat choosing the

fuel bias for a PU system is analogous to choosing the loading miixture ratio for

the Titan and Thor missiles.

The following statistical properties of outage are derived in the body of

this repo.rt:

> - 'lls? 6. iilare olt, ,.

N  "mean outage
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P(O < 0 ) probability that the outage is less than some fixed

constant (90)

2
o 2 outage variance

= 2> - 2

Five particular methods of loading a missile that does not have a PU sys-

tem are discussed:

1. Standard loading: In this method r L = rNP tb"- nominal expected

burning mixture ratio. This procedure is discussed in Section 2.

2. Minimum mean square outage loading: In this method r L = r N - Ar,

where Ar is chosen to minimize the root mean square (rms) outage.

The method for determining Ar is given in Section 3.

3. Maximum P(G < 0) loading: In this method, r L = r N - Ar, where

Z~r is chosen to maximize P(0 < 00). This method is discussed in

Section 4.

4. Minimum mean outage loading: in this method r L = rN - Ar, where

Ar is chosen to minimize the mean outage. This procedure, dis-

cussed in Section 5, is used when it is desired to maximize the

peformancc of the nominal ,ni, ,;lc.

5. Maximum P'" 'U ' ioad5,,' In this met] 1. disc issed in Section 6,

Ar is chosen to maximize P(V > V 0 ), wher. V is a goene.-l perform-

ance parameter.

An analog for each of the above loading procedures exists when a PU sys-

tem is employed. The only change is that a fuel measurement bias,

&U f zNMF). (rather than a mixture ratio bias) is obtained to achieve the

statt, co. ' .
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An exampi',:, using the formulae developed in this report, will be given.

It will be assumed in the example that the missile does not have a PU system.

The following data on the missile will be used:

MFN =60,000 lb

MLN 135,000 lb

MN= 195,000 lb

rN =2.25

The following data on propellant loading and burning wi" be assumed:

Initial fuel mass loading tolerance (aF) = 0. 25%

Initial oxidizer mass loading tolerance ( 0L) = 0. 5%

Burning mixture ratio tolerance ((rd = 0. 5%

In Table 1, the quantities EN' <02>, and 10 are .as fractions

of the total nominal mass of propellant (195, 000 lb). Note th-,t ohen the mean

outage is minimized, the rms outage is near minimum, and that the P(O < 1%)

is near maximum. For most missions, acceptable results Vill be obtained

when ON is minimized.

A similar table could readily be constructed for a missile stage utilizing

a PU system. It is shown in Section 8 that tLe principal change in the analysis

results from , and r" T and choosinw r

Summary of Equations

The more important relationships and definitions derived in the body of

the report will be summarized in the following paragraphs. The equations will

be given assuming conventional loading procedures as employed in the Titan

...,,I "'',.r stages. The following definitions are used:

M N = nominal total mass of propellant loaded

1-4



I

,M, =nominal total mass of fuel loaded

N (3. 2a)

I -r r L

MLN nominal total mass of oxidizer loaded
'A Nr L-Vr (3. 2b)
S 4 , r L

r N =n)minal -., pected burning mixture ratio

rL = loading mixture ratio = r N " Ar (3. 5)

0F = initial fuel mass loading tolerances (Io),

expressed as a fraction MFN

( L = nitiai oxidizer mass loading tolerance (I),

expressed as a fraction of MLN

r = burning mixture ratio tolerance (Ihi), cxpressed

as a fraction of rN

2 2
p V F + +r (2. 15)

Ar (3. 12)

0=

p r I

1 2
4 -qi

'(a) " .I e du

1 2

= mc n outage
N 1

nrean Fouare outage

go = outage variance (about the mean)
I-5



some fixed constant value of outage

P(6 < E) = probability that the outage is less than 00

The quantities E N '< e2a 0' and 0 are al measured as fractions of the
total mass of propellant.

Mean outage:

The expression for mean outage is calculated in the body of the report as

= p (a ) +- a rN - (55)

() 2 rN +115

The mean outage is minimized when

) 1 rN i

Then

6 N pO'(n) (5. 12)

, Fi (1 )r4 N  
"r, 1

< p (1 rN - (5.
(+ rN) N +

Table 1II may be used when the propellants are loaded to minimize the mean

-us -go zc - w , s ca. p.h:,eters are calculated as a function of mixture

rato, rN.
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icansquare outaye:

The mean square outage is obtained as:
22Z

< ) 2 (rN + 1})
> (1 + a 2

Z(l + rN)

ri -I []

rN ¥ p 2 a'(a) + (I + 2 (a) (3. 16, 5. 16)

The mean square outage is minimized when

r2+
+N C (3. 20)

()+(0(a) -F--
2(r~ N

Then

pa rN
N -- N

r - I
N

2 1 rN<0 '> . .)  . ... .....

Le  (I + rN )  j

The outage variance may be determined in general from Equations (3. i61

(ivl (5. 5) as

S 2 = <02> 2 (5.13)
0  N
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Probability that e <0

where ( N%+'

u + ___ ___ (4. 11ib)

(1 +
u1  p (4. ilIc)

The quantity P(E) < e) is maximized when

r 2I
N (4.14)Zp rN 0

In this special case, Equations (4. 11) become

P(6 < 8 0) ZO(u) (4. 16)

where

pN) 0 (4. 15)
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Table IV rriz'y be used when the propellants are loaded to maxin':ze

P(9 < 00). When this table is used, it is assumed that 9
0 /p is obtained by

substituting u0 = 3 into Equation (4. 15). Several statistical parameters of

interest are calculated in this table.

Probability that ( = fuel or oxidizer:

The probability that the outage will be all fuel or all oxidizer ia depend.nt

on a. It is shown in the text that these probabilities are evaluated as:

P(e = fuel) = + O(ci)

1

P(E = oxidizer) = - (a, (5.21)

S PU System Analysis

The following definitions are used in the analysis of PU systems:

o,, =rms fuel measurement error (]a-), expressed :as a fraction

of MFN

a- = rms oxidizer measurement error (lo-), expressed as a fraction

of M LN

? 2"
q (r0. + 0"r

Af= fuel meburement bias in uounds (,o b, - iotracted from each PU

system fuel measurement)

All outage statistical parameters that result whei. a PU system is employed

may be obtained using the relations that apply for conventional loading proce-

dures. It is only necessary to make the following identification:

p - q (8. la)
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I

a (8. 1 lb)

Note that the PU system fuel bias Af is equivalent to the fuel loading bias dis-

cussed in Equation (3. 7a).

The quantities 0(a) and 0'(a) are tabulated in Mathematical Tables from

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, (Chemical Rubber Publishing Co. ,

Cleveland, Ohio). For convenience, an abridged tabulation of these functions is

given in Table II.

1
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Table II. Tabulation of functions.

a (a) '(a) '(a) + a (a)

0 0 0. 3989 0. 39890

0.2 0.0793 0. 3910 0.40686

0.4 0. 1554 0. 3683 0. 43046

0. 6 0. 2258 0. 3332 0. 46868

0.8 0. 2881 0. 2897 0.52018

1.0 0. 3413 0.2420 0.58330

1.2 0. 3849 0. 1942 0.65608

1.4 0. 4192 0. 1497 0. 73658

1.6 0. 4452 0. 1109 0.82322

1.8 0.4641 0.0790 0.91438

2. 0 0. 4773 0. 0540 1.00860

2. 2 0. 4861 0. 0355 1. 10492

2.4 0. 4918 0.0224 1. 20272

2.6 0. '1953 0. 0136 1. 30138

2.8 C. 4T07A 0. 0079 1. 40063

I
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SECTION 2

OUTAGE (WITH STANDARD LOADING)

In this section, an expression for the mean square outage for a single

stage is derived; the calculation involves these parameters:

M = initial mass of propellant

M" = initial mass of fuel

M L = initial mass of oxidizer

r = mixture ratio.

Mass flow rates are indicated as l{, MF, and M L; a subscript N is used to

indicate nominal values. The burning mixture ratio is defined as

M-,
r - " (2. 1)

F

Hence,

MrMM =] and M 4 (22

F -1+ r L = r1(2.2)

All the quantities defined above are assumed to be con...t in the follb'.'ing

discussion.

The missile engine will operate unt.l the aupply of elt3e-, f'iel or c~idizer

is exhausted. The remaining amount of fuel or oxidizer is called outage. Note

that outage is always positive and is always all fuel or all oxidizer. The outage

caicu. ttic," ?.en G ;pends cn w,. Ler the outage is all fuel or all oxidizer.
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When the ouLage is all fuel, the burning time, tL' is given by

ML (2. 3)

The mass of fuel consumed during this period of time is then

MLAM F = it L =1 ME., (2.4)

The fuel outage may then be written as

9 F M ML (2. 5)9F -F F

Similarly, if the fuel bUrns out first, th outage, ali oxidizer, can be calculated

as

r , - ". (2.6)

The above expressions may be written as

M (2. 7a)
F F r 27a

L M L r \MF (2.7b)
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Note that the abo- twr events are mutually exclusive because the outage is

always positive. The outage is calculated using Equation (2. 7a) or Equation

(2. 7b) depending on which gives a positive result.

There can be no outage for the nominal missile in the standard method of

propellant loading; that is, an attempt is made to initially load the missile such

that

M MN rNMN (Z. 8)
FN . n LN I + rN N

If the missile were actually loaded this way and the rnixture ratio were nominal,

there would never be any outage in a nominal missile. However, because of

ground and inflight temperature variations, propellant measurement tolerances,

and burning mixture ratio tolerances, this performance can never be achieved.

The linear variation in outage may be obtained as a function of the toler-

ances on MF , ML , and r. This result is:

60= 6M + 6r M r 6M (2.9a)F F 2- LN r N L (.arN

or

50L =M - 6r, MFN MF (Z. 9b)

The mean square outage may now be calculated using Equation (2. 9a) or (2. 9b)

whda -citiv . Assume now that the loading is accomplished

aecuri.ng to Equation (2. 8) and 6M F , 6r, and 6M. are uncorrelated ;aind

normaliy distributed with zero mean. Then the outage is equally likely to be all

Z-3



fuel or all oxidizer. The mean square outage, <0 2>, written as a fraction of th,

total propellant, may then be evaluated as

Z + ,.12

Z= XF L

2whreX and X2r
where X X are mean square fuel and oxidizer outages expressed as
fractions of thc total propellant. These quantities may be calculated from

Equation (Z. 9) by squaring, averaging, and dividing by the square of the nominal

mass of propellant a3

I F MN
1 __ 2 2

(1 F 
+ -i, ( a 

(Z. 1)

and

S MN

Z
(0- + (rL + or,.' 12)
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where

2 6M F

L -\VIN/

<( 2 (2. 13)

and <.> indicates an ensemble average. It is assumed in the above equations

that the missile is loaded in accordance with Equation (Z. 8).

When the above result is substituted into Equation (2. 10), the following

expression for mean square outage is obtained.

2

<? r> N +1 (2. 14)
(rN + 1) Z

where

2Z rZ Zp o F "L r

07F = rrns fut- tolerance (l-), expressed as a fraction of MFN

a- = rins oxidizer tolerance (lY), expressed as a fraction of MLN

0 r = rms burning aixture ratio tolerance (Ilr), expressed as a

fraction of rN. (2. i5)
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SECTION 3

MINIMUM MEAN SQUARE OUTAGE LOADING

It is clear from Equation (2. 7) that the expected oxidizer outage is rN

times the expected fuel outage when the missile is loaded in the standard way

(i. e.. in accordance with Equation (2. 8)]. Thus, an attempt should be made

to prevent the oxidizer from brurnig out first. This may be accomplished by

loading more fuel and less oxidizer than standard, keeping the same total mass

of propellant. This is equivalent to loading the missile on the basis of a

loading mixture ratio, rL , where

rL <- rN (3. 1)

Then the missile would be loaded such that

MN (3. Za)

FN I + rL

M r
M N L 2(3.b)

LN + rL

The result of such loading is a supiius oi xikcl ia the no-miial mizsile, after all

the oxidizer is burned. Assume now that the missile is loaded according to

Equation (3. 2). Then, using similar methods as were used in Section 2, the

linearized fuel and oxidizer outages may be written as

W"+ V L -1 3.3
.= LN r N L +rN (FN

NN-N

3-1



and

65 M r M M + r M (3.4)1
6 6 L rN (6MF + N MFN r rN ).

where

Ar = rN - rL (3.5)

To the first approximation

MLN M

rN FN

hence, the above cquations may be written as

6 F  M ( bM , 6 r bML Ar (3. a)
M M r M 'N N N rN LN N

and

60L -rN M i6MF + L ML Ar(- IV- + kM -- + (3.6b)
M v FN rN rN

3-Z



Note that Equation "' 6) would bz equally valid if the substitution,

Ar AMF (3 7a
r N  FN

or

r -AML
Ar AL (3.7b)
r N MLN

were made in Equations (3. 6). When Equation (3. 7a) is used, the flel bias,

AMF , rather than the mixture ratio bias, Ar, would be obtained. The calcu-

lation of the fuel bias is convenient when it is desired to always load the oxidizer

tank to capacity. The fuel tank is loaded with the nominal quantity of fuel plus

the fuel bias. Equation (3. 7b) calculates an oxidizer bias, AMT This quantity

would be useful if the ful tank were always loaded to capacity. The analysis

used in this report will be presented in lerms of the mixture ratio bias. The

fuel bias, or the oxidizer bias can alw;iys be calculated, il lesired, using

Equations (3.7).

Outage may now be calcul;ted using E>-:ains (3. 6 a) or (3. 61), whichever

gives a positivc result Equations (3. 6) ma- b" written in the following way,

- X, X >0
MN 1 4 rN

x, x > o (3.8)
I + rN

I
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where

6 M 6M
M 6r L Ar

MFN rN MLN rN

rThe quantity X is now normally distributed with mean L- . Then the mean

square outage, < 0 >, may be written as N

<6 Z 1rN x2Fx d 39
< z> I r Jx z F(x) dx + NF(x) x (3.9)

(I + rN )W (I + rN) co

,.,here

F ~1 2 " x _p -r

F(x) - - e (3.10)

and, as defined in Equation (Z. 15),

2 2 2 2.
P = ( Fl + 'I 40 r

Equation (3. 10) may now be substituted into Equation (3. 9). After a chanre in

variables, the result is

3-4



S

<02> = p 2 9 s'(t) dt
(1+ r N)

+r z

+t -) ' (t) dt (3.11)

(1 + rN)N

where

1
0,(t - e 7

A r (3. Z)
prN

Expanding the parentheses in Equation (3. 11) and simplifying gives the result

<02> (1 + rN) I t 2 W(t) dt 4 2a t (t) it+ a." r ,0(t) dt

SJ-J L- la

+r 2  t z'(t) dt - 2a r 2 t ¢'(t) dt
N frNJ

4- a r q,'(t) dt (3. 13)
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The above result may ue simplified with the aid of the following identities.

f 
1o

-Z6'(t)dt = I + x 0'(x) - ¢(x) (3. 14a)

1 2

The resultant simplification is the following.

2 (1+ rN)2 _ 1 ¢,.) a 2  + I (
< 2 0'(a) + 0 (a) + C ((L) i + 0(

< p

N , 1 (a) - (a) - 2a '(a)

N  15)

The above result may be simplified to obtain the mean square outage in the

following form.

/

2, "N ' "rN - F o >+I z °-- r~ g ( a2) - + I PZ ~ +( )~j( 6S <0> PZ(lrNNLJ
>-( .16)
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where a, 0 (a), and O'(a) are defined in Equations (3. 12) and 3. 14),

Now aL-! may be chosen to minimize <0>;that is, choose a to
pr N

s~atisfy the equation

(I<e> (3. 17)

thcn

r a (= (r (2+ F + aa(r N LC0 (I) + (N + 1) 0' (a)

This equation may be simplified by noting that

0 " (CL) r - a. ' (0-) . (3. 19)

Then the condition that the mean square outage is a mninirwir is expressed by

the following eqiuation:

r

t(CL) + a 0 (a) ---- a(3.20O)

Tables giving the normal error function O(a) as well as the derivative O'(a) are

given in the Mathematical Tables from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.

Trio atbovc method and statistical calculations were furnished by R. A. Moore.
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The solution t. Equation (3. 20) gives a as a function of rN. When

a-r is known, the quantity Ar may be evaluated. Then the loading mixture
prN

ratio, r, , may be evaluated as

r L =r N - Ar

rN(I - ap) (3. Z1)

Minimum mean square outage loading results when the missile stage is loaded

on the basis of rL' in accordance with Equations (3. 2), '3. 20), and (3. 21).

Table V gives a tabulation of Equation (3. 16) for the case when

P r = 2. 25. Note that minimum mean square outage occurs when X ' 0. 6. The

minimum value could also be obtained from Equation (3. 20).

A comparison of standard loading and minimum mean square outage

loading, when rN = 2. 25, can be made using Table V Standard ihadtng

requires that the missile be loaded with a = 0. With minimum mean square

outage loading, a 0. 6 is used. The comparisonk will be made assuming

61 = 0 r = 0.5;/. , - 0. 25%. Then p - 0. 75%. When standard loading

is used,

'<0 > = 0 . 5 3 6 p

= 0. 402% (3. ZZ)

When minimum <0 > loading is used.

_0 >- = 0. '4 1,p

0. 331'/o (3. 23)
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SECTION 4

PROBABILITY THAT THE OUTAGE IS LESS THAN A GIVEN VALUE

When the guaranteed range of a missile stage is calculated, it is assumed

that an excess of propellant is on board to allow for the existence of outage.

The amount of additional propellant depends on the probability that the actual

outage, 0, will be less than some reference outage, denoted by 00. Recall that

both 0 and 00 are measured as percentages of the total propellant loaded per

stage.

it i,3 shown in Equation (Z. 7) that the fuel and oxidiz., outage, expressed

as a fraction of total stage propellant, is given by

Mr M IN + (4. 1)
N FN N LN r

and

60 - rN /bM . 6  1. bI , Ar\i ._ " 4 --- U (4. Z)
MN 1 r \M FN rN MLN

That is, - and - cc r A k- cd, Sin
M V MN

be L  F \4-=rN N M N .3
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The actual outage. 0, may then be written in terms of the random variablc, X,

0 Fx -if x > 0
+rN

0 Nif X <09 (4.4)
Ir N

where

M rm ML r N (4.5)
FN N LN N

The probability that 0 < 00 is then the pro-ba-bility that X occurs along the

strip

-1+ rNI

rN 0 0 < X< (I I r 1\1) 0 0 (4.6)

Refe ronce to the firme below will hell) cli' iv Ihe above r('qulI

0

0x
0
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Then

(v rN) 0
P(0 < 0 ) fx) dx (4.7)

- (I1 + rN)

rN

where f (x) is the distribution of x. Note that f (x) is normal with nonzero

mean. That is,

I (x Ar

f(x) - r .N (4.8)

where

z 2 2 - (4.9)P U 0" + O-L +a

The above statistical determination was furnished by R. A. Moore. When

Equation (4. 8) is substituted into Equati,,n (1 7% with a change !;, the integration

variable, the result is

(I + r N )0 0  
Au1 Ar 2Z

P(e -< 0 e du (4. 10)
P- - (I + r 0-
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Equation (4. 10) may bc written in the form

F u I I

---0) 1 c - du 0 (u 0 ) + 0(u 1) (4. 11a)

-U 0

where

0s (U) __ dxdx

(1 + rN) 90 Ar
UlpPr (4.h] b)

1 p pr N

(1 + rN) 0 Ar
0 p r p r)

For example, if the mixture ratio " i, r 0, 0 -- p , the.
0

1 1- u

P(Z<p)- c du 0. 6826 (4.12)
~p; 1

4
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I hat is, in this casc 'le actual outage will bc equal to or less than the rms

-itage about twvo-thirds of the time. This example is included only to show the

innecr consistency of the theory in an obvious case.

Equation (4. 11) contains the paraireter aL = - used in Section 3. The

parameter a is still adjustable and may be chosen to maximize P (0 < 0)

This procedure wvill give a value ror the parameter a that is different from the

value obtained when the mean square outage was minimized. This procedure

wvill then lead to a differcnt loading mixture ratio. Whu~n the loading is based

on mnaxiimizing P (0 < 6 ,the mean square oa'age will be greater than with

mninimumn mean squ,-re outage loading.

It is clear that the value of -A- that maximizes P (9 < 0 is determined
p r M 0

by equating Equations (4. 1lb) and (4. 11k). Then

(+ rNO +r rI r)GO

P p rIN p 1-N p rN

or

'N (4. 13)

T he value of a is obtained as

r NN(. 
4

Zpr~ 0(41)
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Substituting the calculated value of a into Equations (4. 1 lb) and (4. 1 lc) gives

the result

(1 + rN) O0
0 =- uI -- p rN ( 4 .1I )

Then, the maximum value of P(@ < 00) is

u 0  
1 2

P(G < 0) =--J e du Z(u 0 ) (4. 16)

where u 0 is defined in Equation (4. 15).

The mean square outage that results when P (0 < 90) is maximized may

be calculated using Equations (3. 16) and (4. 14).

The probability that the outage is less than one percent, P (0 < 1%), may

he comparcd for each of the three methods of loading. As a 1,va,wiple, consider

the case where rN= 2.Z5, F -- 0. Z5%, 0. 5% and a r 0. 5%. Then, as

before,

i T - + 0- .150/0 (4. 17)

Standard loading:

By definition, Ar = 0, and from Equation (4. 11), u 4.33, u0 =1.92;

0
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f-4.33 I

P(O < %) I/e- 1u

=6 du = 0.973 (4. 18)•F-1 J - . 9 2 6

Minimum mean square outage loading:

When .= Z5, a = 0.60; hence, from Equations (4. 11), u I = 3.74

and u0 = 2. 527, and

P(O < 1%) = 0.9941 (4. 19)

Maximum P(9 < 0%) loading:

Substituting rN = Z. Z5, 0 - 1%, p 0. 75% into Equation (4. 15)

gives u0  3. 13. Then, from Equation (4. 16),

I 2

P(e < 1%) e(= 0. 9983 (4. 20)

The mean sq,,are oo-4a-e that results wwt, 1{(( is miiimized is

easily calculated using Equatioa (3. 16i (wni,, is tab ted in T1' V when

rN 2.25). From Equation (4. 14). a = 1.Z; hence, the resuitant ems outage

Similarly it may be shown that

P ,"- ." 0~. , *') .- 0. 80 P(9 < 0.744%) .- 0.98

P(, < 0. 5Z6%) = 0. 90 P(0 < 0. PZ2%) 0.99

P(e < 0 Q.,6%) = 0.95 P(P < 1. 046,". = 0. 999
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, > - 0. 375%. It will be noted from Equations (3. 22) and (3. 23) that the

t.s outage is increased over the value obtained foi minimurn mean square

,);age loading hut less than that obtained with standard loading.

The loading mixture ratio is again computed using the result:

--r N  (1 - - ' d lr r

When P(0 < 0) is maximized. . r is given by Equation (4 13), that is,rN

rL =r - -(r - 1) (4.22)
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SECTION 5

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION AND STATISTICS OF OUTAGE

In gcnerI;, the outage frequency distribution, fQ-), may be obtained by

differentiating Equation (4. 11) as

f(L) < ) 0)0 (5.1)

Hence,

I =l (I Ul + rN) 2 u0  (1 + rN)

_ + r N [ 2p2 ( r N

p 4

--- E- rNG+ r
N 1 {5.2)

rN

Mean outage:

When the distribution of outage is krown, the mean outage, 0 N , is

obtained as 00
=f Of(9) dO (5.3)
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When f(0) from Eguation (5. 2) is substituted into Equation (5. 3),

o+ + K p {

+ ~Tr N10zON p 0

1 2 {1 + rN) 0 + Ar
Zp

Z r2+ I e N dO

rN (5.4)

The result of the integration is

(L N (5.5)
eN p {b(a) + a r(a)55

where

Ar
P rN

pr
1 2

-5 - 2

. '1,0= I e(5.6)
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-A loading mixture ratio, r LP may be obtained in such a way tht is_

Min'imumn; thon Ar %wil± '.)e a solution of the equation

The rcstill of differentiating Equation (5. 5) is obtained as

0"(0) + + r() N (5.8)2 (r~ N T

where

1 2
- 2 (5.9)

Since

~ &(~~)(5. 10)

it follows that

specifies the value of a thiat wvill iimizc the nman outage, 0N

When the loadingy is chosen to minimnize the mean ouitage, Equation (5. 11)

will apply. III this Case, aI simiplification in Eqttation (5.5) is obtained. The

PO~t)(5, 12)
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0 uta-e viriance:

Thc outage variance (about the mean), a- is calculated as follows:

0 N 0

= 20 0 N + 0

\N N

= 2 ON  (5.13)

h The definition

N  <0 > (5. 14)

was used in the above derivation.

The quantity < z> is the mean square outage dcerived in Section 3.

This same expression may be alteinately obtained as

> - J0f(O)de (5.15)

When the outage frequency distribution, f(0), from Equation (5. 2) is substituted

into Equation (5. 15) and the integration is performed, the result is

p
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r2 rN I
<(1 + rN)2

rN 0I 1 + N) (5.16)

Note that Equation (5. 16) is in agreement with Equation (3. 16). The expression

for mean square outage is simplified when the missile is loaded so as to

minimize the mean outage. In this case

<92> =p 2  [C1ar N (5. 17)-I+ r N)Z r N + I 'o(.7

The outage variance when the missile is loaded to minimize the mean outage is

(I + a ) N r(1 - . (5,18)
_______ - (j°' PZ rN +1 LJ
(I + I w

When the missile is loaded in any other way (i. e., such that Equ-ttion (5. 12) is

not satisfied), then r2 may be obtained using Equation (5.13). That is,

a-2 = < 92> - ON

wher. by F.ua -. '5. 16) and*0 N is given by Equation (5.5).

I
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Pru -.bility that the outage is fuel or oxidizer

The probability that the outage is either fuel or oxidizer may be

It-rmined from Equation (4.4). When X > 0, the outage is fuei; when X < 0,

the outage is oxidizer. Now X is a randnrr variable with mean,

Ar
rIN

The distribution of X is given in Equation (4. 8). The pro'tbility that the outage

is fuel is equal to the probability that X > 0. Then:

/2
1Ar

P(X > 0) I e Zp\ rN dx
- P J0

i C

fu -a

a ' 19)2 rk

where O(a) is defined in Equation (5. 6). The outage can only be fuel or

oxidizer. That is,

P(.X + P(X < 0) = 1
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or

P(X < 0) = .- (5.20)

Hence,

P(9 = iuel) = 1 + #(a)

P(G = oxidizer) = - O () (5.21)

Note that when the ratio of the two probabilities is .qual to rNP

S+ O(U)

1 = rN

or

1 rN -1

(+ 1 (5.22)

Equation (5. 22) -s identical with Equation (5. 11), hence ihe above assumptions

pertain to minimum mean outagc loading,
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SECTION 6

BIASING TO MAXIMIZE MISSILE PERFORMANCE

A particular missile configuration is usually required to place a payloaa

into a ballistic orbit. A single parameter, V, may b, examined to determinc

whether or not the given missile configuration will have the capa',Jity ,i

achieving the mission. The discussion in this section will assume that V

refers to the burnout velocity magnitude. No loss in gencrality is introduced

by this assumption because V could equally we] refer to the burnout energy,

the total range at earth impact, or any other quantity with the desired property.

The nominal velocity of the missile at burnout, VN, is a function of many

variables, for example

I
VN VN (MN' FN , I N' . ,N) (6.1)

where

M N  expected liftoff weight

F N  expected thrust

I , - x×pected specific impulse

9 N expected inean outageN

The three dots in expression (6. 1) refer to other variatiotis not specifically

listed. These include trajectory shaping, missile steering with guidance,

payloa.d wuzl',. Cc
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Expression (6. 11 may be expanded in a Taylor's series to obtain

V = V N + AAM + BAF + CA!+... -DA (6.Z)

where

AM = liftoff weight variation

AF = thrust variation

A! = specific impulse variation

Ae = 6 - 9 N = outage variation

and A B, C, •. , D are the corresponding partial derivatives. That is,

A=2V , B, = V , V , *., D -av.N (6.3)
am OF 81 89

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at burnout. Note that the sign on D

is chosen in expression (6. 3) such chat D > 0. It is assumed that AM, AF,

A1, ... , Ae have zero mean but not necessarily that these variations are

normally distributed. Furthermore, it is assumed that M N . F N , 'N + ... are

specified by the missile cT T- i- not the case for 9 N" The value

for 9N depends on the missile loading procedure (or how the PU system is

biased).

Equation (6. 2) may be simplified by defining a nominal final velocity,

V N , that does not depend on eN, as

1 N = VN + DON  (6.4)
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The quantity is ',tained by using the nominal expected values for M, F,

1, .. • , and allowing the missile to burn out with zero outage. Then

V = V* - D A AM + B AF + C AI + ... D( - N) (6.5)N NN

It is clear that if the performance of the nominal missile is to be maximized,

the missile should be loaded to maximize e The loading mixture ratio,
r L = r N - "Ar, that will maximize eN is obtained in Equation (5. 11).

It may be desired to maximize the probability that th- missile performance

(as measured by the parameter V) is greater then some fixed value, V0 . The

development in the following paragraphs applies to this case.

It is desired that the missile achieve a required velocity, VO, with a high

probability. The probability that V will be greater then V., P(V > V0 ), may

then be written as

P(V > V0 ) f = f (V) dV (6.6)

where f (V) is the frequency distribution of V. It is assumed there are

sufficient random variable- ;- :. ( ,: 6 5. to justify the use of the central

limit theorem. Then the distribution of V will be normal ..,:. -. n

<V> = VN = V N - DON (6.7)
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and variance

0Z FKA AM+B AF + CAI +. -D (6 - N] i
V L N

A 22 + 2 + ( + C2 + D 2=Ao"M B 1 0

A 2  +B 2 c2 , + ... + D 22
M FI 0 (6.8)

where a"M, o"F, O' ... I" denote the one-sigma variatio-s about the

expected mean of the variables M, F, I, •.. , 0. Note that all cross

;orrelations were assumed to vanish. Hence, Equation (6. 6) may be written
as

P(V > V0) =qf v ~ 69

When the substitution

V - VN
CO 2 T 2

V - -uN

u - 0'(6.10O)

is made in Equation (6. 9), the following result is obtained

>2 I 0o du (6.11)
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where

V0 - VN  V0 - V, + DO,o VNV. No N (6.12)

It is desired that the missile stage be loaded so that P(V > V0 ) is a maximum.

It is clear from Equation (6. I) that this is equivalent to biasing such that u0
Ou0

is a minimum. When a is formed and set equal to zero, the result is:

SNTV DO.. &
' .D0. (6.13)OrD (rV 8Atr

When Ar is obtained as a solution of Equation (6. 13), the loading mxture

ratio r L = rN - Ar is obtained that will maximize P(V > V0 ).

Equation (6. 13) may be wriLtcn in several alternate forns. When it is

assumed that AM, AF, AI, etc. , are independent of Ar, the following result

is obtained:

'V 1 9lr
IV e (6.14)

Hence, Equation (6. 13) may be written as

Do V ** V *I-D0 V2
-FN 0 N DON 0

z7 = (6.15)r- Z= Z~ (0) aA-
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Now

Ue2 = < 2> 0 N2 (6.16)

Hence, Equation (6. 15) becomes

9N1 + ZX = X a < 0 2 > (6.17)
TN' Mr

where

v 0 - VN+ DO NN N (6.18)

2Zr (0)

Equation (6..17) is best solved for Ar by iterative methods. The resulting

value of Ar will specify the loading procedure that maximizes P(V>V 0 ). When

Ar is known, the quantities GN' <02 >, and a, Zmay be calculated. Then

N
V2 (0) and P(V > V0 ) may be evaluated.

6
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SECTION 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF A PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM

Outage is minimized in the Thor and Titan missiles using an open-loop

system. This method requires that close tolerances be maintained in propellant

loading and the burning mixture ratio. The purpose of a PU system (as used

in the Atlas) is to cause the fuel and oxidizer to be expended simultaneously

using closed-loop measurement and control.

The operation of a PU system requires th it the remaining amounts of

fuel and oxidizer, F and L,, respectively, be measured. Then

F =F -f (7.1)

L =L-I (7.2)

where

* L*

F , = remaining fuel and oxidizer measured

F, L = actual fuel and oxidizer reman,,ing

f. = ,-rrorb in the fue. and oxidizer measurements

The measurement errors f and I are assumed in this analysis to be

constants for any one flight. The units are mass (pounds) of fuel or oxidizer,

respectively. The frequency distribution of these errors for an ensemble of

flights is assumed to be gaussian with mean zero. The measured tank mixture

ratio may then be defined as

R - (7.3)
F
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If the actual burning inixture ratio, R, is controlled to equal R " , then the

equation of operation of the PU system may be written as

R= R + 6 r (7.41

where

L

6r = gaussian constant error in controlling the mixture ratio

= actual oxidizer flow rate

= actual fuel flow rate

Equation (7. 4) may be written as

L - + Or (7.5)

F F-f

It may now be assumed, without loss in generality, that

- ,, a constant (7.6)

or

F +F N t (7.7)

whe re

F = actual initial mass of fuel loaded.
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Equation (7.5) may t,. -i be integrated to obtain the functions L(t) and R(t).

The result of this integration shows that R(t) varies as a function of loading,

measurement, and control errors.

The above unpredictable variation in R(t) can be avoided by controlling

the burning mixture ratio, R(t), to the nominal burning mixture ratio, rN.

In this system, the flow rate of the oxidizer or the fuel is controlled to be pro-

portional to the difference between the measured tank mixture ratio and the

nominal burning mixture. The operation of this system is described by the

equation

- LN = K (R* + 6r - rN) (7.8)

where

K = constant of proportionality

L N = nominal oxidizer flow rate

LN
rN = nominal burning mixture ratio --

F N

Note that Equation (7. 8) is written assumirg that the oxidizer flow rate is

adjusted. The fuel flow rate may be chosen to be nominal without loss in

gnerNNote also that if K = the system described by Equation (7. 5)

results. Since this system mz.y be shown to have some undesirable character-

istic. , tI- ronstant K w!! be ch-n such that

K k F N  (7.9)
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In general, K may be written as

K = N' , (7.10)

where ± may be referred to as the PU system gain.

The system operation described by Equation (7.8) closely approximates

the Convair PU system used on the Atlas missile. Equation (7. 8) may be

written as

- I FN + br - r (7.11)

or

L = i 6r +(7.12)
f LN - N ( - F-

Equation (7. 12) may be integrated to obtain L(t) when

= F0 + F Nt (7.13)

and iN is a constant. The result of this integration, when i k 1, is given

below.

(r -I= 6r (F - f) I (7.14)
N j
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)

where

C (rM 1-.L~ I r F0-f
LJ

L 0  actual initial mass of oxidizer loaded. (7.15)

Equations (7. 13) and (7. 14) describe the PU system operation under the

assumption that the fuel flow rate is a constant. Now consider that the PU

system has been operating for some time. Then

F < < F0  (7.16)

and

L < < , 0  (7.17)

Hence, if the PU system gain, p., is large, then c will be small compared

with the first term in Equation (7. 14). The magnitude of c is further reduced

if an attempt is made to load the propellant in accordance with the nominal

burning mixture ratio r N' Then, since c is a second-order term,

L- 6 (F (7.18)L- = (r N - R- 1r

Satisfactory operation of the PU system will be obtained for any large value

of t. For example, it may be chosen in the range

< 2 < 5
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Equation (7. 18) was derived from Equation (7. 11), which requires the oxidizer

flow rate to change linearly with the error signal

l±FN (L - r) (7.19)

In any practical system there is a limit to the allowable change in the

oxidizer flow rate. Hence, in the initial-operation phase of the PU system, the

oxidizer control valve may be hard over (one way or the other) and Equation

(7. I1) will not apply. It is assumed, however, that the tank mixture ratio will

eventually be controlled so that Equation (7. 11) does apply. If the PU system

gain is not too high, the system should then continue to b" linear. If IL is too

high, an undesirable limit cycle may result because of inertia in the valve

hardware.

The quantities F 0 and L 0 do not appear in Equation (7. 18). It then may

be concluded that outage is not a functioa of initial loading errors. As the pro-

pellant approaches depletion, the mixture ratio control error, 6r, becomes a

second-order error, and (independent of the PU system gain) Equation (7. 18)

reduces to

L - rN (F - f) (7.20)

Note that when F and L have been sufficiently reduced. Equailon (7. 20) re-

quires that

R.-_ L r NF N

Because of the fast reaction time of the system (with high [L), this equation will

r .' eve:. w N ,d h.', small variations with time.
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The propeo.ant measurerment system may be designed such that L and F

become ambiguous when only a small amount of propellant remains in the tanks.

If this is the case, it will he assumed that the system goes open loop prior to

thc octcurrence of the ambigious measurements with R = r N until one of the

propcllants is exhausted. A small control error during this process may be

neglected because only a small amount of propellant remains. When this pro-

cedure is followed, no change in Equation (7. 20) is required.

The outage, whether it i ; oxidizer or fuel, may now be determined from

Equation (7. 20) as a fun(otion of the measurement errors . and f which were

assumed to be constant in this equation. Because of the fast reaction time of

the system, f and I may be time-varying quantities. The values of f and I to

be used in calculating outage are the values of f and I that persist when the

propellant is nearly expended.
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SECTION 8

OPERAT..)N OF A PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM

Equation (7. 20) may be used to compute the outage that results when no

biasing technique is employed. When the fuel, F, is exhausted, the outage is

oxidizer and

L= - rN f > 0 (8.1a)

When L = 0, Equation (7. 20) may be solved for the fuel outage, G0 with the

result

r 0 2f> 0 (P.Ib)
rN

Equations (8. la) and (8. lb) may now be compared with Equations (2. 9a) and

(2. 9b). The mean square outage may again be calculated using Equations (8. la)

or (8. lb) whichever gives a positive result. It will be assurmed that f and I are

uncorrelated and normally distributed with mean zero. Then the outage is

equally likely to be all fuel or all oxidizer. The mean square outage, < e >'

written as a fraction of the total propellant, may then be evaluated as

2 Z'

<02 > = f (8.2)
2

where Z and are mean square fuel and oxidizer outages expressed as
i

fr4.t.o, of c ".ai :ropel-mz. These quantities may be calculated from
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Equations (8. 1) by sq-''ring, averaging, and dividing by the square of the
nominal mass of propellant, as:

2 2Zf - 2

MN

2 (o'f + 2) (8.3)

NI + r N) f (t

and

MN2

2r 2 2
2(cf + (T (8.4)

(1 4 rN)

where

- j (8.5)

2 .) ( 8 .6 )
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and M N , IFN' ;,,d MLN again denote the nominal total mass of propellant,

fuel, a1i o.idizer Loaded. The symbol < ... > indicates an ensemble average

over a large number of flights. When the above results are substituted into

Equation (8.Z), the epression for mean square outage is obtained as

2
r 2+

< 02 > N q (8.7)
2(1 + rN)

whe re

2 2 2
q r - f + (

rms fuel measurement error (lr), expressed

as a fraction of MFN

rms oxidizer measurement error (lor), expressed

as a fraction of MLN (8.8)

The expression for mean square outage given by Equation (8. 7) assumes no

biasing of the PU system. "..:u is the ..-y: r .e. oper-.tio. is specified by

Equation (7. 11).

The similarity between Equations (8. 7) and (2. 14) should be noted. The

equations are identical except that p has been replaced by q.

The operation of a PU system can be improved by introducing a bias into

the :%t',urm.r:' "- thr th-i foot or the oxidizer. When such a bias, Af, is
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introduced in the Jucl measurement, the oxidizer or fuel outage expressed as

fractions of the tof. ' propellant becomes

L r rN I X +A 8 t

MN 1 4- r. M)N

or

F I f I-+ Af (8. 9b)
M I + rN  MFN MLN M FN

These equations should be compared with Equations (4. 1) and (4. ?). An

analysis nearly identical with that used in Section 4 will derive the expression
for P(9 < O0 when a PU system is employed. The result of this derivation is

v__ V 1 V2

VOdV (8.10a)

where

(I + rN) 0  Af(8lb)

q qMF(8

rN) 00 Af
"rM (8. -c)
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Equations (8. 10) shou;d be compared with Equation (4. 11) and the similarity

noted. These equai* ..s will be the same If the following identification ie made,

p ci(8. 11a)

Ar Af
pr N q M~ FN

Trho above identification may be used In Equatiotis (3. 16), (4. 11), (4. 16), (5. 5),

(5. 17?), etc. Then all of the relations (derived on the assumption that conven-

tional loading tcchniques wculd be employed) may bc extended to apply to PU

system operation. Further, It should be observed that tho PU oy - tem fuel

measurement bias, Af, is equivalent to the fuel loading bias, AM.0 discussed

In Equatloni (3. 7a).

Eachi of the loading mnethods described In Sections 3. 4, and 5 result in a

value for the parameter a =-A . When a and p(= q) are known, Ar or
p) r N

AM F (= Af) may be determined using Equation (8. 1 ib).

Proper operation of the propellant tifli;uation systemi requires that the

quantity Ar be subtracted from the fuel meanurement, F *The oxidizer flow

rate IF; theni con~lrolicd according to the equation

L - iLN 1PN ( - + 6r - rN)(.2

rather thani Equationi (7. 11).

A,, oxi Onor -,&. arelm"If At, could have been determined rather

11h.11 Af. Thiis quatl fity wvould he obtained fr~om Af f



Al A Af (8. 13)MLN MFN

In this case the oxidizer flow rate should be controlled by the equation

N N LN LFN Al+ 6r - rN) (8.14)

rather than Equation (7. 11).
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